Description of Change

The purpose of this errata notice is to revise the Generation 24 Charter Application – Attachment Section.

RFA Currently Reads

Attachments Section, Attachment E1, Third Paragraph:
- All Positions listed on the organizational charts shall be noted on the Staffing Chart provided as Attachment O2 and have a corresponding Supplemental Human Resources Information Form submitted in Attachment O3.

RFA is Corrected to Read

Attachments Section, Attachment E1, Third Paragraph:
- All Positions listed on the organizational charts shall be noted on the Staffing Chart provided as Attachment E2 and have a corresponding Supplemental Human Resources Information Form submitted in Attachment E3.

RFA Currently Reads

Attachments Section, Attachment E1, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment E2 is referenced on the Teacher Recruitment Narrative Page of the Education Plan.

RFA is Corrected to Read

Attachments Section, Attachment E1, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment E1 is referenced on the Teacher Recruitment Narrative Page of the Education Plan.

RFA Currently Reads

Attachments Section, Attachment E2, Third Paragraph:
- The staffing chart should also align with the Organizational Charts (Attachment O1) and the Supplemental Human Resources Information Forms (Attachment O3)....

RFA is Corrected to Read

Attachments Section, Attachment E2, Third Paragraph:
- The staffing chart should also align with the Organizational Charts (Attachment E1) and the Supplemental Human Resources Information Forms (Attachment E3)....

RFA Currently Reads

Attachments Section, Attachment E2, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment E3 is referenced on the Teacher Recruitment Narrative Page of the Education Plan.

RFA is Corrected to Read

Attachments Section, Attachment E2, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment E2 is referenced on the Teacher Recruitment Narrative Page of the Education Plan.
RFA Currently Reads
Attachments Section, Attachment E3, Third Paragraph:
- All positions represented here should also be represented on the organizational chart submitted in Attachment O1 and on the staffing chart submitted in Attachment O2.

RFA is Corrected to Read
Attachments Section, Attachment E3, Third Paragraph:
- All positions represented here should also be represented on the organizational chart submitted in Attachment E1 and on the staffing chart submitted in Attachment E2.

RFA Currently Reads
Attachments Section, Attachment E3, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment E3 is referenced on the Teacher Recruitment Narrative Page of the Education Plan.

RFA is Corrected to Read
Attachments Section, Attachment E3, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment E2 is referenced on the Teacher Recruitment Narrative Page of the Education Plan.

RFA Currently Reads
Attachments Section, Attachment FOG1, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment A2 is referenced on the Outreach and Public Meetings narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.

RFA is Corrected to Read
Attachments Section, Attachment FOG1, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment FOG1 is referenced on the Outreach and Public Meetings narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.

RFA Currently Reads
Attachments Section, Attachment FOG2, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment A3 is referenced on the Outreach and Public Meetings narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.

RFA is Corrected to Read
Attachments Section, Attachment FOG2, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment FOG2 is referenced on the Outreach and Public Meetings narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.
RFA Currently Reads

Attachments Section, Attachment FOG3, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment A4 is referenced on the Outreach and Public Meetings narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.

RFA is Corrected to Read

Attachments Section, Attachment FOG3, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment FOG3 is referenced on the Outreach and Public Meetings narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.

RFA Currently Reads

Attachments Section, Attachment FOG4, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment E1 is referenced on the Admissions and Enrollment narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.

RFA is Corrected to Read

Attachments Section, Attachment FOG4, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment FOG4 is referenced on the Admissions and Enrollment narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.

RFA Currently Reads

Attachments Section, Attachment FOG5, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment G1 is referenced on the Board of Directors narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.

RFA is Corrected to Read

Attachments Section, Attachment FOG5, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment FOG5 is referenced on the Board of Directors narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.

RFA Currently Reads

Attachments Section, Attachment FOG7, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment G3 is referenced on the Board of Directors narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.

RFA is Corrected to Read

Attachments Section, Attachment FOG7, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment FOG7 is referenced on the Board of Directors narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.
RFA Currently Reads

Attachments Section, Attachment FOG8, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment G4 is referenced on the Board of Directors narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.

RFA is Corrected to Read

Attachments Section, Attachment FOG8, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment FOG8 is referenced on the Board of Directors narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.

RFA Currently Reads

Attachments Section, Attachment FOG9, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment G5 is referenced on the Board of Directors narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.

RFA is Corrected to Read

Attachments Section, Attachment FOG9, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment FOG9 is referenced on the Board of Directors narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.

RFA Currently Reads

Attachments Section, Attachment FOG10, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment F1 is referenced on the Budget narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.

RFA is Corrected to Read

Attachments Section, Attachment FOG10, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment FOG10 is referenced on the Budget narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.

RFA Currently Reads

Attachments Section, Attachment FOG11, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment F2 is referenced on the Budget narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.

RFA is Corrected to Read

Attachments Section, Attachment FOG11, Note at Bottom of Page:
- Attachment FOG11 is referenced on the Budget narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.
RFA Currently Reads
Attachments Section, Attachment FOG12, Note at Bottom of Page:
• Attachment F3 is referenced on the Budget narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.

RFA is Corrected to Read
Attachments Section, Attachment FOG12, Note at Bottom of Page:
• Attachment FOG12 is referenced on the Budget narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.

RFA Currently Reads
Attachments Section, Attachment FOG13, Note at Bottom of Page:
• Attachment FOG13 is referenced on the Budget narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.

RFA is Corrected to Read
Attachments Section, Attachment FOG13, Note at Bottom of Page:
• Attachment FOG13 is referenced on the Budget narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.

RFA Currently Reads
Attachments Section, Attachment FOG14, Note at Bottom of Page:
• Attachment FOG14 is referenced on the Budget narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.

RFA is Corrected to Read
Attachments Section, Attachment FOG14, Note at Bottom of Page:
• Attachment FOG14 is referenced on the Budget narrative page of the Finance/Operations/Governance Plan.